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your space, our business

Our Brand Promise

We will deliver Tailored Quality Workplaces with Flexibility and Speed

Our Company Strategy
Vision & Mission statement
To be a one stop shop for all interior services and provide our clients/and business partners with
unmatched creativity and quality in order to maximize the value of properties for our clients/and
business partners and enhance the living standards of the end user
Values










Uphold the time-tested values of honesty, trust, and personal integrity.
Timely service delivery
Develop and maintain strong, trusting relationships with our clients, suppliers, and employees.
Successfully manage growth and guide operations with a strong central support team.
Constantly pursue customer satisfaction.
Offer the best working environment for our employees, allowing for creativity and individuality.
Invest in our employees, through an ongoing development and training program.
Educate our employees on the business and encourage personal and professional growth within the
company..
deliver excellence to our clients in a cost-effective and timely manner – has made us the largest and
most profitable interior contractor and specialist fit-out company
Business goals & objectives
To be the world's premier interior contracting brand by providing unparalleled quality, services, and
management while utilizing our global resources and systems, caring for the environment, and enabling
our employees to deliver uncompromising excellence to our clients and shareholders.
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OUR PROFILE

About Design Space

Design Space Kenya Interiors is a commercial interior/exterior finish contractor.
For many organizations and institutions, we are the only commercial interior/exterior contractor
delegated to the entire interior project, and we place a strong emphasis on conforming to the exact
specifications of the client. Design Space Kenya Interiors is the largest finish contractor in the area,
testimony to the fact that we maintain high standards of quality workmanship, responsive customer
service and competitive prices. While the majority of our projects are in this area, we are available to
manage projects outside of Nairobi and the surrounding East Africa Region
Design Space Kenya Interiors employs skilled craftsmen who are trained to work efficiently and safely
and maintain flexible work schedules to benefit the customers' normal operations during project
completion. We are proud of the work with satisfied and dedicated employees who complement our
total commitment to quality and excellent service.
What we do
We support Businesses, Architects, Interior Designers, Property developers and Homeowners to realize
their ideas, customized, quality products. This allows the stakeholders to specify exactly what they want
rather than being limited to what is locally known and available. We relieve you of the ‘headache’ of
manufacturing, sourcing and procuring what is needed for your dream interior
Quality policies

To support the desire for premium service is the commitment towards quality control measures. We are
registered with NCA level 5 {(National construction Authority) a government body under the Ministry of
Lands, Housing and Urban Development that is mandated to is set to streamline, overhaul and regulate
the construction industry in Kenya and establish, a code of conduct in the industry} , giving you assured
confidence in quality control procedures. Our Architects and Quantity surveyors are registered with AAK
(Architectural association of Kenya) and BORAQS (Board of registration of architects and quantity
surveyors)
The Quality Policy aims, and where possible exceeds the expectations of clients while providing services
in line with the following objectives:




To always provide prompt and professional responses to client and consultant queries
To strive for accuracy in our design and project management solutions with a minimum of rework; and
To provide innovative input and opportunities throughout the design and construction process to
ensure that the designs and management solutions we produce are of an exceptional standard
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Greetings from the Managing Director.

Dear Clients,

I am very pleased to greet you our clients all over the country and to introduce Design Space Kenya
Interiors.

Design Space Kenya was founded in the spirit of investment in the interior Design Field. The issue of
investment and investing can be one of the best achievements in the world today. We offer a vast array
of interior design and related services. When we explore new opportunities we also tend to research
and understand the challenges involved in any business initiatives at any particular time in the wide
market. These challenges are always the first thing to be curbed for a business to grow. From business
planning, capital management, risk involved personnel (manpower requirements), marketing strategies
and general business management just to name but a few.

In order to accomplish this vision we have manpower resource that is highly qualified and skilled.
Further we have an array of equipment and special tools necessary to handle professionally, any project
handled to us by our clients.

Yours Faithfully,

Michael J. Nyamai
Managing Director.
Email. michael@designspacekenya.com
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PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
Space / Office Partitioning
Design Space Kenya Interiors is an industry leader in office partitions in Kenya. Our extensive
range and product flexibility means that we have the solution for your office partition and
aluminum skirting needs. With strong industry partnerships, We supply a range of kit and
architect specified office partition systems suitable for your office fit-out needs and budget. We
can service your office partition needs whether you are in Nairobi, anywhere in Kenya, or East
Africa.

Aluminum Glass wall Partition.
This is a very popular system we install and is available in 7.5 mm and 10 mm variations. It's
based around a steel stud & plasterboard system surrounded by an aluminum framework. The
framework, along with the finishing trims, can be sprayed in any BS or RAL color to suit the
interior design or your company’s color scheme
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Sound Proof / Acoustic Partition
Noise is normally defined as a sound which is unpleasant
and/or a disturbance. In a modern office environment,
noise can not only have an adverse affect on performance
and productivity, but can also affect the health and safety
of your staff. To overcome the issue of noise we provide a
number of solutions ranging from acoustic panels, to
insulation and solid partitioning.
Design Space specializes in the highest
quality acoustic treatment and noise
Reduction products for professional and
private use. Our innovative product range
of sound proof doors and panels lets you
temporarily soundproof half of a large
conference room, permanently soundproof a section of an open-plan office, or create
completely private meeting spaces in any environment.

Frameless Glass wall or Single Glazed partition
A full length frame less glazed partition system gives
your office a spacious feel allowing the maximum
amount of light through. This stylish glass partitioning
provides an attractive 'wow' factor to your work space.
Single glazing can be used where clean lines and an
aesthetically pleasing design are essential. The
partitioning is designed with the minimum amount of
framework to give a frame less appearance. To maintain
the open feel of the office environment frame fewer doors or framed glass doors are fitted
within the system using floor pivots and patch fittings or floor springs if required.
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Open office design
We create beautiful workplace solutions that
encourage interaction and collaboration, allowing
your employees to be more happy and productive.
Through interaction and collaboration ideas are born.

Our furniture designs inspire your staff and help
bring your Company's ideas to life by encouraging
spontaneous meetings and discussions through
bench-style and standing desks, social areas & open
lounge seating.
When people feel better — they work
better. Inspire and stimulate your employees by
getting rid of cubicles and other barriers to
interaction. We offer furniture supply, install and
office space planning & design services

Reception Design
Reception desks are supremely important to
any organization, be it a private company or
a public institution. Often being the first
point of contact, they immediately leave a
strong impression on the visitor. However,
reception desks should also be practical and
provide a suitable workstation for the
receptionist.
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Design with A Difference
The look and feel of a reception area is crucial.
Aesthetically, it must make that all-important first
Impression of your company. Functionally, it is the
Part of your office that must offer staff and visitors an effective space for waiting, pausing and
passing through.

Fit -out/refurbishment
A Good Office Fit-Out - Reduces Your Overheads
Office occupation costs are the second largest cost after
wages so efficient use of your office space and reduced fitout and running costs are essential in any project. A good
office fit-out will give you The right balance between
aesthetics, functionality and budget Best use of your office
space Reduced running costs and best value for money in
both the short and longer term Flexible space which can
be easily reorganized in the future The project delivered in
a time frame that suits your needs

Space planning & design
Supports your long term business strategy
Articulates what you are trying to say with your
office space Maximize use of space, facilities &
Equipment Increases staff productivity Reduce
overheads Boosts staff morale and momentum
More Information Here
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Office interiors as usual” just does not work anymore, and without creating an office space
plan, how can you know whether you need to fit-out, refurbish or relocate?
Our first job is to help you articulate what you are trying to achieve within your office. At this
stage it is paramount to address issues like communication, staff productivity, space and
flexibility. Once we get to the underlying problems and functions of your office space, it is much
easier to tailor the appropriate solutions and show how these issues can be solved though a
layout drawing.

Carpets Tiles
Carpet Tiles are square sections of carpeting that are used in
place of rolled wall to wall carpeting. Design Space Kenya
Limited provides carpet tiles both in Polypropylene and
Nylon, and these are available in a variety of colors, designs
and styles. Carpet Tiles are uniformly constructed squares of
50cm X 50cm. Ideally suited for commercial applications,
such as in offices, schools, airports, etc., carpet tiles are also
finding popularity in residences, as they are much more
environmentally friendly than regular carpeting. Carpet tiles
allow for freedom with design, allowing you to give more
depth and texture to a room. There is flexibility in cleaning
and replacing carpets tiles unlike rolled carpets. Individual
Tiles can be removed and cleaned or replaced in advent of
staining or damage.
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Wall To Wall Carpets
Wall to wall Carpets supply and laying has been one of our major service offered for offices, homes,
schools, churches, hospitals, Casinos and other floor spaces. Design Space Kenya provides homeowners
with the finest deals on quality Wall to wall flooring and installation in Kenya. We carry all types of this
floor covering, from wool to recycled styles, wall to wall carpets. Customers can select from hundreds of
beautiful colors, patterns, and textures. Expert installers will visit your home upon request to install your
new flooring. Customer service is always available online. We make home improvement easy so you can
enjoy your home.

Delta touch / Milano wall to wall Carpet

Delta touch/Milano is a light weight Wall to wall carpet, usually 4mm thick usually installed with
an underlay. We have variety of colors to choose from
PLAIN CUT PILE
Produced from PP, gives an aesthetic view to spaces. Antibacterial antistatic and suitable for
floor heating.
Technical Specifications:
Manufacturing process: Tufted
Pile Composition: 100% PP
Gauge: 1/10th
Total height: 4 mm
Pile Weight: 350 gsm
Total weight: 1450 gsm
Backing: Action.
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Wilton Wall to wall Carpets

Wiltons are another type of wall to wall
Carpet from design space Kenya. They
can be manufactured in a cut pile, loop
Pile and a combination of cut-and-loop pile.
A carved appearance can also be achieved.
Normally Wilton carpets come in one to three
Colors, but can include up to five colors.

Silken touch / Lotus wall to wall Carpet
PLAIN CUT PILE
Produced from PP, gives an aesthetic view to spaces. Antibacterial antistatic and suitable for floor
heating.
Technical Specifications:
Manufacturing process: Tufted
Pile Composition: 100% PP
Gauge: 1/10th
Total height: 8 mm
Pile Weight: 750 gsm
Total weight: 1850 gsm
Backing: Action

Silken touch /lotus wall to wall carpet is Recommended for areas having medium traffic such as offices,
hotels and residential.
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Rio wall to wall carpets
Produced from PP, gives an aesthetic view to spaces. Antibacterial, antistatic and suitable for floor
heating

Technical Specifications:
Manufacturing process: Tufted Pile
Composition: 100% PP
Gauge: 1/10th
Total height: 5 mm
Pile Weight: 450 gsm
Total weight: 1550 gsm

Backing: Action Recommended for areas having dense traffic such as offices, hotels and residential

PVC Vinyl Flooring

We understand our customers and that is why Design
Space Kenya Limited has a range of PVC strips named
Vinyl Flooring. Vinyl strips are a smart alternate for
wooden flooring for those who want low maintenance
in the floors.
TIMBER 2MM
Vinyl strips are a smart alternate for those who want
easy maintenance of the floors.
Technical Specifications:
Thickness:
2 mm
Total weight: 4kg per sq. m
Plank size:
9 in x 36 in
Wear layer thickness: 200 microns
Recommended for areas having dense traffic such as
offices, hotels and residential.
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WINDOW BLINDS
Design space Kenya specializes in custom made, affordable
quality blinds, awnings and shutters for commercial and
domestic.
At Design space Kenya we are experts in combining real
craftsmanship with the precision of modern technology, to
create the solutions you would like for living, working or
exterior spaces.
Meticulously finished, professionally installed, and designed to
stand the test of time.
One of Kenya’s largest providers of Window Blinds solutions
Design space Kenya offers you the ultimate levels of living
comfort, light control, privacy and style for your home.

We have a variety of blinds
Roller blinds
Roller mechanism to adjust fabric to different heights
Economical way to control privacy and glare
3 types: Blackout, Screen fabrics, Light filtering
Chain control – Spring mechanism available
Aluminum bottom bar or decorator trims
Chain Driven, Double Blinds, Motorization
Wire Guide, Cassette and Channel System
Child safety feature – Some fabrics are fire-retardant
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Vertical blinds

89mm or 127mm slats – Fabric and Shicane
For the smallest window to sliding doors
Function and fashion to great effect
Mould and fade resistant, have an anti static dust resistant coating and a
wipe clean surface
Option of no bottom chains
Child safety control feature as standard
Wand operated optional

Venetian blinds

These come in two options;
Aluminum venetians
Control the light at a touch
3 slat widths
a.

Micro (16mm)

b.

Slim line (25mm)

c.

Classic (50mm

Durable and excellent for controlling light and privacy
Child safety feature as standard

Smartwood Venetians
Perfect alternative to natural wood
3 type of Smartwood Venetian
a) Vogue
b) Contemporary
c) Eco
Suitable for high humidity areas – Can be washed with warm soapy water
Smooth or textured finish
Minimum reveal required 40mm (from window to front of reveal)
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Wooden venetians




Warm and good look
Cedar Timber: oiled or lacquered Best thermal properties (insulation)
90mm deluxe fascia as standard
Basswood Timber: painted or stained options Stability, uniform coloring
and resistance to warping Light weight, strong and durable with consistent
color and grain across all slats
Available in 50mm slat width

Roller blinds
Functional and Stylish
Looking for a cost effective way to reduce heat and glare? Our roller blinds selections offer light control
and are available in a light filtering and room darkening variety including extensive design options and
colors. They are also pretty versatile
and can be imprinted with high
definition photographs and pictures,
trademarks, icons, and logos giving
them added functional and decorative
value.
With logos and trademarks, roller
blinds boost corporate identity and
with photos, they add a personal touch to the home. Window Plus Roller blinds are ideally designed for
longevity and can be used anywhere, from the kitchen to the board room. Contact us today to place an
order.

Sheer Roller Blinds
A Special Kind of Roller Blind
Love the idea of Venetian blinds but appreciate the
more user friendly roller blinds? Not to worry, sheer
roller blinds provide the perfect combination.
Representing a brand new innovation, these custom
roller blinds are ideal for windows where privacy is not
a major concern. The open and close effect of the
blinds offers a great view-through, whilst reducing
glare. They also work beautifully well to afford that light and delicate look. If you are looking for
versatile, stylish blinds that come available in an assortment of superb colors to suit the decor of your
home or office, look no further.
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Commercial Painting Contractors
Design Space Kenya Painters offer commercial painting
services in addition to interior and exterior house painting.
For commercial spaces we follow the same dependable fourstep system, while considering the additional special needs of
our business clients.
We understand that you need to balance quality, time, and
price. For those reasons, Design Space Kenya Painters is the
perfect choice for commercial painting. We can mobilize
highly skilled, uniformed teams to meet your turnaround
time in a quality controlled environment.
Licensed - Of course you could hire the person down the
street working independently, but when you compare
Design Space Painters to your average painter for hire,
Design Space Kenya Painters offers the quality, reputation,
and professionalism that some independent painters
cannot.








Insured - You shouldn't have to wonder if
you're covered in case there is an incident onsite. As an experienced commercial painting
contractor, we can answer any questions you
may have. All of our professional painters are
licensed and insured, another differentiator
from the typical independent contractor.

Locally Owned - Design Space Kenya owners work and live in the same
community you do. As area residents and commercial painting company
owners, we care about growing the community and supporting other
local business owners.
Experience - All of our commercial painters are well trained, bring the
right equipment with them and have experience with a variety of
different painting projects. This experience ensures your painting project
will be of the highest quality.
Professional - Some companies believe they can paint most houses in a
day. That isn't the Design Space Kenya Painters approach. Our
commercial painters do extensive prep work, use top quality materials
and offer environmentally friendly options. We go the extra mile to
deliver thorough, quality work that will last
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CEILINGS
Acoustic ceiling
Acoustics is an integral factor of indoor environmental quality (IEQ), and it’s essential that surface finishes and
systems be selected to enhance the functionality of any space
relative to its design usage. Speech intelligibility is of obvious
concern in classrooms, conference rooms, doctor’s offices, etc.,
and the choice of ceiling tile and acoustical wall treatment will
have a significant effect on noise level and reverberation within
these spaces. Speech privacy is likewise a real concern in
hospitals, clinics, offices, etc., and the choice of ceiling and wall
systems will have a significant impact on the sound intrusion
between spaces.
In many cases, a sound absorbing material (ceiling or wall) will
also have a significant sound attenuation effect, such that both
aspects should be taken into consideration
Whether the concern is speech or noise or sound quality, a combination of sound absorption (surface finishes),
sound attenuation (walls, floor, ceiling barriers), and background noise will combine to determine the acoustic
performance of the space.
Some spaces such as open offices will do well with a moderate level of background noise for privacy, whereas
other spaces such as classrooms will do best with low levels of background noise for intelligibility

Gypsum ceiling
Whether designing stunning reception areas, intimate restaurant
spaces or shop interiors, Gyp-tone combines acoustics with a style
guaranteed to have heads turning.
 Design Space Kenya offers an existing mix of aesthetic design and
excellent performance .suspended ceilings are fundamentally
designed to conceal building elements such as wiring and piping in
order to maintain a professional and presentable space
 suspended ceiling are fundamentally designed to conceal building
elements such as wiring and piping within environments in order to maintain a professional and
presentable space
New ceiling materials have emerged such as UPVC. The budget, aesthetic taste of the home owner and
usage of the room will determine the type of ceiling to be used.
Hospitals, hotels, offices and residential have different types of ceilings.
Design space Kenya limited will advice on the best to fit your application
and space
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ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

MANAGING DIRECTOR

GENERAL MANAGER

OPERATIONS MANAGER

ARCHITECT
QUANTITY SURVEYOR

ACCOUNTS

INTERIOR DESIGNERS
PROCUREMENT
PROJECT MANAGER
OFFICE ADMINISTRATOR

TECHNICAL STAFF

OFFICE MESSANGER
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PROFILE OF KEY STAFF

Qualification and experience of key personnel proposed for administration and execution of our
contracts.

Position

Years of
experience

Years of experience
in proposed
position

General Manager

15

10

Operations Manager

8

4

ARCHITECT

10
10

10
10

QUANTITY SURVEYOR
INTERIOR DESIGNERS

5

OPERATIONS MANAGER

5
10

10

PROJECT MANAGER

10

10
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RECENT PROJECTS
CLIENT

STATUS

ESTIMATE

Kenya
1. Civil aviations authority
Landmark
Holdings Limited LHL
2.
Maworks
Investments Limited
3.
Resolution
Insurance Limited
4.
Swiss
contact
Kenya
5.
Cosmopolitan
Media Limited
6.
Mutiso
7. menesez International MMI

COMPLETE
IN PROGRESS
COMPLETE
70 PERCENT COMPLETE
COMPLETE
COMPLETE
PENDING COMMISSIONING

15,000,000
8,000,000
6,000,000
61,000,000
5,000,000
1,500,000
18,000,000

OUR CONTACTS:
DESIGN SPACE KENYA INTERIORS
VIEW PARK TOWERS 8TH FLOOR
P.O BOX 41324, 00100
UTALII STREET, NAIROBI
Pilot line: 020 5230966 / 0700151693 /0739421312
Mobile: 0704 911 805
Email: info@designspacekenya.com
Website: www.designspace-interiors.com
Office Hours
Weekdays 8.00 A.M - 5.30 P.M
Weekends 8.00 A.M - 2.00 P.M
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